
British Battles
Year 5 and 6 

Maths 
Place value

Addition & subtraction 
Multiplication & division

Fractions
Position & direction

English
Integrate dialogue

Select appropriate form 
Expanded noun phrases 
Commas for parenthesis
Organisational devices

Wider range of punctuation 
 

Texts
Henry’s Freedom Box by Ellen 

Levine 
FArTHER by Grahame 

Baker-Smith

Geography
To understand the terms: nucleated; 

dispersed and
linear settlements

Understand the significance of
industrial areas and ports

Learn how to use six-figure grid
References

History
Know how the Anglo-Saxons 

attempted to bring about law and 
order into the country.

Know where Vikings originated from
Vikings and Anglo-Saxons were often 
in conflict and the Vikings frequently 
won battles with the Anglo-Saxons

Chronology of Romans, Anglo-Saxons, 
Scots and Vikings

Science
Light

Light reflects off objects in order for us 
to see them

Light travels in straight lines
Understand why shadows change size
Understand how shadows are formed

Electricity
Electricity symbols in a circuit

Drawing circuits
Power in circuits

Impact of components in a circuit on/off 
switch breaks circuit 

PE
Athletics 

Dance 
Body position for sprinting 

Range of throws
Exercises relevant to athletics 

Benefits of exercise 
Swimming every Tuesday 

RE
Christianity: God

Celebrating landmarks in life
Christian rites of passage

Religious vocabulary used in rituals 
and ceremonies 

Hinduism: Hindu Dharma
Explain the four ashramas

Belief in reincarnation and how this 
affects way of life 

Importance of the samskaras

French
Ask the time & Answer the time 

(o’clock). Say numbers 50-60

PSHE
Happy Mind 

Keeping safe and understanding 
danger, risk and hazards.

Taking care of their bodies.

Computing
Esafety 

Spreadsheets
Coding

Music
Specialist music provider Wider 

Opportunities 

Art
Shape, model and construct from 

observation or imagination
Plan a sculpture through drawing 

and other preparatory work
Painting 3D forms and models can 
choose the type of paint needed

 DT
Know the different stitch types

Know effective ways to secure fabric
Know the purpose for their product
To explain their thoughts about their 

product through an evaluation

Enrichment
Viking Workshop
THS science visit 

British Values 
The rule of law

Democracy - advantages and 
disadvantages 


